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ast year’s Alpha Outlook was
written at the height of the
Covid-19 pandemic and in
the context of a polarized US
presidential election, the final Brexit
negotiations and major demonstrations
globally against racism.

Letter from our
Global Head of Asset &
Wealth Management
Consulting, Luc Baque

2022 as a Springboard
This year we are writing as we tentatively emerge from the pandemic, and our
theme for this year is how our clients can respond to the major headwinds
impacting the industry and succeed for the future.
Industry Headwinds
We have categorized these headwinds according to five major themes: macroeconomic factors, client demands, workforce changes, technology and data and
the competitive landscape.
Each of these major themes requires firms to change and invest, and so, we
firmly believe the challenge for firms is to identify the right priorities for them
and to execute well on those priorities. It is not possible to do everything.
Our Outlook
Our Outlook this year focuses on the personas that we work with on a day-today basis, and we highlight some of the priorities and challenges we expect them
to face in 2022.
Thank you for reading, we hope that you enjoy it. As always, we’re delighted to
hear any feedback and we look forward to carrying on the conversation with you
over the next year and beyond.

2022 IS A ‘SPRINGBOARD’ YEAR FOR THE INDUSTRY AS
WE EXPECT TO EMERGE FULLY FROM THE PANDEMIC:
4
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OUR CLIENTS MUST BE PREPARED TO ‘LEAP FORWARD’ TO
RESPOND TO THE MAJOR HEADWINDS IMPACTING THE INDUSTRY

Industry Headwinds
Macro-economic
Firms need to determine how they deal with low
returns, increased volatility, political instability, the
impact of various stimulus packages globally, high
inflation and growing climate change risk.

Clients
Firms need to handle rapidly changing client
expectations across service, product and technology.
We see much greater demand for solutions, OCIO
and fiduciary management; ongoing consolidation of
assets; and rapid advancements in digital.

Workforce
Firms need to show clear progress on their diversity
and wellbeing goals, whilst also upskilling their staff to
respond to these headwinds. They also need to manage
changing expectations around remote working whilst
upgrading hybrid home/office technology platforms.

Technology & Data
Firms need to ensure they benefit from the best
advances in technology and data, in particular cloudnative development, AI, big data, mobile-first design,
real-time data, dev-ops code releases and eventdriven architecture.

Competitive Landscape
Firms need to be prepared to respond to the
competitive landscape and to plot their own course
through topics such as active versus passive,
the growth of alternatives, falling fees, industry
consolidation and the risk of new entrants.
1
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Insights from Alpha's research

In the last 18 months
250+ senior asset and
wealth management
individuals from over 140
firms participated in our
research studies and
industry benchmarks

MANUFACTURING 2.0.
FIRMS LOOK TO
AUTOMATION AND
WORKFLOW TO HELP GET
FUNDS TO MARKET
QUICKER, AS 42% OF
PRODUCT TEAMS NOW
HAVE TECHNOLOGY
ROADMAPS

OVERALL RFP & REQUEST
VOLUMES ARE UP 16%,
EXPERIENCED WRITERS
ARE IN HIGH DEMAND

DATA AND ANALYTICS ON
CLIENT ENGAGEMENT
ACTIVITY IS A HIGH
PRIORITY FOR ~80% OF
FIRMS IN 2022
Innovators in distribution are
using an enterprise-wide,
single view of the client (and
increasingly, AI) to boost
revenue producer productivity
and shift from transactional
relationships to client
centric experiences

1

Industry standardisation and
operating models are failing to
keep up with demand. Existing
clients have unmet information
needs, exacerbated by the abrupt
change in ways of interacting
during the pandemic. They want
answers on topics such as liquidity,
ESG, diversity & inclusion, and
cybersecurity, which means they
are issuing more DDQ requests to
their managers

NECESSITY IS THE MOTHER OF
DIGITAL INVENTION. ASSET
MANAGERS HAVE ADAPTED
QUICKLY TO NEW WAYS OF
WORKING, BUT MOST (77%)
RECOGNIZE THAT THEIR DIGITAL
CAPABILITIES FALL SHORT OF
CLIENT EXPECTATIONS

OP EFFICIENCY & RESILIENCE
A N A LY T I C S & D A T A E X C E L L E N C E
T E C H E N A B L E D T R A N S F O R M AT I O N
RISK & COMPLIANCE

STRONG ORGANIZATIONS
HAVE STRONG CULTURES,
80% OF FIRMS HAVE OR
WILL DEVELOP CULTURAL
EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES

LEADING FIRMS INVEST
IN CLIENT SERVICE AS A
STRATEGIC FUNCTION
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Firms with leading Client Service
capabilities are 25% less likely to
have negative AUM flows out of the
business, and also have leaner
servicing effort as they can achieve
significant economies of scale

6

Reductions are driven by
increased levels of automation,
maturity in many core activities,
and a highly competitive
market, especially beneficial for
larger asset managers as
Service Providers seek volumes
to drive economies of scale.
Appetite to outsource more
technology, data and ecosystem
integration activity could see
the established outsourcing
perimeter redrawn in future
years e.g. Data-as-a-Service

9

THE COST OF OUTSOURCED
INVESTMENT OPERATIONS
HAS FALLEN BY NET 10-15%
OVER THE LAST 5 YEARS

AMBITIOUS DATA
STRATEGIES - THE RACE IS
ON TO REPLACE
EXPERIMENTATION WITH
EXECUTION BUT TWO THIRDS
OF FIRMS ARE STILL
"GETTING ORGANIZED"
Large asset managers and those who
have fixed core data sources and
governance are now pulling away from
the rest of the pack. Using data to ‘win’
is becoming a battle fought at the top
and may play a part in driving future
industry consolidation
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THE ACCELERATION OF ALTERNATIVES
CONTINUES, AND FIRMS WITH
TRADITIONAL AND PRIVATE MARKETS
OFFERINGS WANT INCREASED
OPERATING MODEL ALIGNMENT AND
REDUCED SILOS

3
A significant increase from just
12% in 2020 and of those that
had not yet developed a
roadmap, 23% plan to develop
one. Automation and workflow
are top priorities and we
expect successful firms will
use these enhancements to cut
weeks from their
idea-to-fund-launch time

Alpha Research Sources:
RFP Operating Models Benchmark, 2021
Distribution Data Strategies survey, 2021
Enterprise Data Survey, 2021
Next Generation Alternatives survey, 2021
Asset Management Digital Readiness survey, 2021
Product Fee Models and Trends survey, 2021
SM&CR Survey, 2020
Client Service Benchmark, 2021
Operations Benchmarking, 2021
ESG Maturity Survey, 2021
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While the FCA's SM&CR was not
seen as the driver, improved
governance has been realized as
a result of the regime's
implementation with key benefits
seen as greater accountability
and awareness across the
business, and greater and faster
decision-making clarity

2

REVENUE & GROWTH

Firms are prioritizing and
investing in digital. Spend is
focused on client engagement,
sales enablement and surfacing
data through digital channels

10

ESG CAPABILITIES ARE
CRITICAL TO SALES
SUCCESS WITH ~60% OF
FIRMS CITING ESG AS THE
KEY FACTOR IN WINNING
NEW CLIENTS/MANDATES
LAST YEAR
Embedding ESG properly involves
every team in an investment management business. Top-down leadership,
bottom-up accountability and a
campaign strategy to stand out from
the crowd are all essential for a
successful ESG transformation

4

~80% of firms plan to deliver improved data
and technology as the top priority for the
alternatives business, with the highest
investment in the next 1-3 years focused on
Investments/Front Office capabilities.
Avoiding expensive asset class silos will be key
to securing profitable growth in the long term

Ri

At Alpha we believe it is important for firms to understand what peers are doing, but that's not
enough. From our unique research and benchmarking capabilities we create tangible, data-driven insights to help clients validate their strategy, deliver change and support key business
decisions. Follow the QR code for more information, or email us at: research@alphafmc.com
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Top 3 Concerns for CEOs

Chief Executive
Officer
Too often we see annual outlooks parading a list of disparate topics that
investment managers should focus on: the shift to passives, operational
resilience, fee and cost pressure, and so on.

1

Leadership model that sets clear strategic priorities and explains
what this means for each function

2

Organizational culture that empowers teams to execute, at
high speed and with high levels of accountability

3

“All things to all people” is not a viable strategy; know
the opportunities in the market and align your areas of
competitive advantage against these

The future is about the ability of an investment organization to understand
changing demand, and adapt their client offering to meet this. To take
advantage of these opportunities requires clear leadership, and an
organizational readiness for cultural change.
At a practical level, the operational, data and technology foundations need
to be flexible, not fixed in stone.

IN 2022, SUCCESS WILL COME TO THOSE
INVESTMENT BUSINESSES WHO CAN REACT THE
QUICKEST, BOTH CULTURALLY AND OPERATIONALLY,
TO SHIFTING MARKET DEMAND
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2022 IS NOT ABOUT RESPONDING TO SPECIFIC TOPICS. IT IS ABOUT
MAKING SURE YOUR INVESTMENT BUSINESS IS IN THE BEST SHAPE
POSSIBLE TO ALIGN YOUR CAPABILITIES AROUND THE GREATEST
AREAS OF MARKET OPPORTUNITY

Expected Areas of
Investment
ESG and Responsible
Investment

Culture and People
Management

Clear articulation of
the firm’s place in the
future market landscape
and transition economy.
Substantial investment to
meet growing client and
regulatory expectations

Proactive management
of the changing skillsets
required by the business,
including a greater
technology focus in all
roles. Management of
attrition and employee
value proposition in a postCovid world

Consolidation and
Integration of
Platforms
Developing scalable and
nimble operating platforms
that enable growth, rather
than just stripping cost.
The winners will build for
tomorrow.
Asset Management
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Top 3 Concerns for CFOs

Chief Financial
Officer
In 2022 we expect CFOs to increasingly re-focus their attention away from tactical cost control
towards the structural drivers of cost within their business. With the strategic direction of
protecting operating margin clearly set; closing unprofitable products, rethinking location
footprints, building scale and accelerating the outsourcing of non-core capabilities will all be
avenues CFOs look at closely this year.

1

Refocusing from tactical to strategic cost control

2

Demanding internal data initiatives deliver on their promise on untangling
stranded costs and allocate true profitability to lines of business

3

Scrutinizing internal investments that no longer meet their
organization’s post-Covid strategy

Such structural levers will only be available for CFOs who have fit-for-purpose, reliable and
transparent cost allocation data. As 2021 draws to a close, this remains a stubbornly small
constituency in an industry where it remains operationally difficult to untangle stranded costs
and allocate true profitability to lines of business and how they scale. As regulatory pressures
to assess investor value-creation converge with continued margin compression, 2022 will be the
year where CFOs demand internal data initiatives to deliver on their promise.
Finally, CFOs will play an active role in ensuring change portfolios for 2022 and beyond are
restructured and re-pivoted to reflect new priorities. An admirable patience during the pandemic
to allow struggling transformation programs to find their feet will give way to CFOs scrutinizing
internal investments that no longer meet their organization’s post-Covid strategy.

IN 2022 CFOS WILL FOCUS
ON STRATEGIC ACTION TO
PROTECT MARGINS

8
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CFOS NEED TO ENSURE ALL STRUCTURAL COST DRIVERS
ARE CONSIDERED AND THE PROFITABILITY OF UNDERLYING
BUSINESS SEGMENTS IS TRULY UNDERSTOOD

Expected Areas of
Investment
Addressing
Structural Costs

Product and
Client Profitability

Rebalancing
Change Portfolios

Closing unprofitable
products, rethinking location
footprints, and accelerating
the outsourcing of non-core
capabilities

Implementing fit-for-purpose,
reliable and transparent cost
allocation data will become a
must. Investing to scale areas
of strategic growth

Internal investments that no
longer meet an organization’s
post-Covid strategy will
be paused, with budgets
repurposed.

Asset Management
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Top 3 Concerns for CIOs

Chief Investment
Officer

1

Responding to the global economic landscape (inflation,
stimulus packages, end of QE and volatility)

2

Right-sizing the asset class mix (Alternatives, passives, active,
ESG/RI) and designing differentiated products

3

Leveraging the most from investment toolkits
and new technologies

CIOs are always focused on performance, but 2022 will see much greater collaboration
between Investments, Product and Distribution to design and deliver the right asset class and
solutions mix to attract and retain strategic clients.
They will also be pressured to deliver new service models such as OCIO, ALM/LDI portfolios
and fiduciary management.
We expect CIOs will be demanding ever greater technology support – both to the traditional
investments tool kit (research, modelling and execution) as well as modern experimental
technologies such as alternative datasets, NLP, ML and automation.

AS ALWAYS, IN 2022, CIOS WILL
BE FOCUSED ON FIRM WIDE
PERFORMANCE
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CIOS WILL BE WORKING WITH HEADS OF PRODUCT AND
DISTRIBUTION TO DELIVER THE RIGHT ASSET CLASS AND
SOLUTIONS MIX TO ATTRACT AND RETAIN STRATEGIC CLIENTS

Expected Areas of
Investment
Right-Sizing the
Asset Class and
Solutions Mix
Ensuring that the asset class
mix can deliver the right
outcomes for clients

Investments
Platform

New
Technologies

Investing in technology
to lower the cost of active
management, consolidate
data across public and
private markets and embed
ESG data

CIOs will continue
to experiment with
technologies to augment
their investment process,
particularly in research
and execution automation.

Asset Management
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Top 3 Concerns for COOs

Chief Operating
Officer
In 2022, we expect COOs to be focused on enhancing Operations to deliver the CEO’s strategic
goals of growth and profitability.

1

Enabling growth, including supporting new products, asset
classes and locations, without scaling costs

2

Controlling and mitigating global operational risk with
increasingly complex business needs

3

Enabling the company’s evolving talent management
and retention strategy with redesigned offices and
proficient hybrid working technology

COOs will be focusing on end-to-end operating model simplification and digitization to meet
immediate needs, as well as laying the foundations for the future, with increasingly diverse
asset class and global coverage requirements.
Speed of concept to cash is critical for survival - building flexibility and agility into the
operating model and Change function is key.
COO’s will also need to manage the challenge of a workforce with different views on postCovid working styles and the pressure this places on the teams and technology.

2022 WILL FOCUS ON ENABLING PROFITABLE
GROWTH AND REDUCING RISK, THEREBY
ENHANCING THE EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE
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COO’S WILL BE FOCUSED ON GATHERING OPERATIONAL
MI TO ENABLE STRATEGIC DECISIONS ON PARTNERS,
SERVICE AND SPENDING

Expected Areas of
Investment
Automating
to Scale

Data First,
Data Second

Partner
Consolidation

Servicing clients efficiently
will increasingly require
customization at scale.
Adoption of new technology to
digitize and automate to deliver
growth without the cost

Defining and implementing a
Data Strategy that will simplify
the operating model, control
data and generate powerful
insights to enhance both
decision-making and oversight

Consolidating vendor relationships
globally to focus on a handful
of strategic partners selected
on their ability to deliver the
operational strategy and enhance
the outsource boundary, at a
reduced cost.

Asset Management
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Top 3 Concerns for CTOs

Chief Technology
Officer
In 2022, we expect CTOs to be focused on delivering value through the deployment of new
technologies and architectures as well as designing the optimal organization to support
these areas.
We’re expecting to see continued and accelerating moves to the Cloud enabling
movement to marketplace and ecosystem-based architectures. We also see a continued
focus on cybersecurity and supporting new platforms as firms move away from hypercustomization.
Finally, talent management and location strategy will be critical as CTOs grapple with the
war for technology talent and attrition related to the ‘Great Resignation’.

1

Migrating to the Cloud and Cloud-native development and leveraging a
move to platforms and Architecture-as-a-Service

2

Speeding up tech delivery and reducing change pipelines through
the implementation of Agile and DevOps models; getting closer to
the business strategy

3

Platform rationalization to reduce costs and
improve efficiencies throughout the investment
management value-chain

Expected Areas of
Investment
Cloud

2022 WILL BE ABOUT INVESTING IN TECHNOLOGY AS
A STRATEGIC ENABLER TO HELP FUTURE-PROOF THE
ORGANIZATION AND DELIVER SCALABLE GROWTH

14
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CTO’S WILL BE FOCUSED ON DRIVING LARGE SCALE STRATEGIC CHANGE
ENABLED BY THE POWER OF THE CLOUD, AND OPERATING MODEL SHIFTS
UNDERPINNED BY AGILE, DEVOPS, AND ADVANCED DATA SCIENCE

Delivering on Cloud-first
strategies – and looking
to significantly reduce
on-premise server costs

Agile and
DevOps

Platform
Simplification

Moving the IT change delivery
approach from waterfall to
agile and moving to much
more frequent deployment
cycles. Clear goals to improve
delivery throughput and engage
technology talent

CTOs will be looking to simplify
technology stacks. This might
include rationalizing platforms
and moving away from hypercustomization. Providing low
code/no code tools to more
efficiently augment investment and
distribution capabilities
Asset Management
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Top 3 Concerns for CDOs

Chief Data
Officer
In 2022, we expect CDOs to refocus on a generation of ‘data insights’ and innovation. This
should be the key goal for CDOs as they come under pressure to demonstrate an ROI on
data investment.

1

Industrialising the ‘Enterprise Data Model’ and governance approach

2

Generating meaningful insights and innovation from data, or
justify data investment ROI

3

Capitalizing on the move to Cloud, Data Ecosystems
and emerging Marketplaces

This could be materialised by reducing market data costs, supporting simplification of the
overall architecture/operating model, embedding ESG/RI data across the enterprise, and
driving consistency across public and private markets.
In addition, new opportunities and challenges are emerging with Cloud solutions, data
marketplaces and ecosystems, and moving to a model that integrates all internal and
external partners.
As an enabler of this transformation , CDOs will require continued focus on foundational
data topics around data governance, data mastering and data quality KPIs / SLAs.

2022 WILL REFOCUS ON DATA FOUNDATIONS TO PROVIDE
A PLATFORM FOR DATA INNOVATION AND PREPARE
FOR THE NEXT CHALLENGES: CLOUD, ECOSYSTEMS AND
MARKETPLACE AND ESG AND RI

16
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CDOS MUST CONTINUE TO PRIORITISE ‘DATA
INSIGHTS’ WHILST DELIVERING REAL IMPROVEMENT
IN THE ENTERPRISE-WIDE DATA OPERATING MODEL, TO
DEMONSTRATE AN ROI ON DATA INVESTMENT

Expected Areas of
Investment
One Firm
View

Insights and
Innovation

Data Fabric
in the Cloud

Ensuring that the data model
can be scaled and changes
industrialized across all asset
classes, client segments and
business functions

Condensing data into usable
insights that the business
can understand to inform key
decisions and actions. Making
these insights visual and
dynamic.

Supporting the organization
to move to the Data Fabric
in the cloud, creating data
ecosystems with all partners.

Asset Management
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Top 3 Concerns for Heads of Distribution

Head of
Distribution

1

Restructuring and prioritizing coverage to target, engaging and
retaining clients in the new-normal

2

Monitoring sales effectiveness and performance against
business plans and data driven insights

3

Differentiating their brand and proposition from competitors
across sales, marketing and service

In 2022, we expect Heads of Distribution to be particularly focused on introducing new
ways of working to better attract and retain clients in the new-normal.
There will be a large focus on organizing and structuring available data to make better
decisions regarding client engagement and to drive sales team behaviours.
Heads of Distribution will need greater transparency into sales performance and
effectiveness to manage remote teams and virtual ways of working.

2022 WILL BE ALL ABOUT THE CLIENT EXPERIENCE,
VIRTUAL WAYS OF WORKING AND DATA DRIVEN
BEHAVIOURS FOR HEADS OF DISTRIBUTION

18
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HEADS OF DISTRIBUTION NEED TO ADJUST TO HYBRID WAYS
OF WORKING BOTH INTERNALLY TO MANAGE TEAMS AND
EXTERNALLY TO ENGAGE PROSPECTS AND CLIENTS

Expected Areas of
Investment
Distribution
Intelligence

Virtual
Engagement

Sales
Effectiveness

Manage, master and
synthesise data to provide
meaningful insights and calls
to action for sales teams

Provide self-service tools
for sales to personalize
virtual engagement

Improve internal
reporting to increase
visibility of sales
performance against
targets.

Asset Management
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Top 3 Concerns for Heads of Product

Head of
Product
Investment in Product functions has historically been limited but is set to change in
2022 as many managers are planning on developing a dedicated technology roadmap for
Product.

1

Developing regional blockbuster products

2

Getting better and faster at understanding clients’ shifting needs

3

Meeting ESG reporting requirements and the increasing
expectations of transparency

They want to super-charge product strategy and development to deliver the right product,
to the right place, at the right price… all at the right time. Automation and workflow are
their key priorities, with benefits across strategy, development, and governance including
more efficient regulatory reporting such as Assessment of Value.
Firms will increase investment in their product master data, typically as part of an
enterprise project on AUM and flow analytics. Product functions will also look at bringing
in external datasets to help generate more insights and surface these to Sales teams.
Finally ESG fund launches will be a focus for Product 2022, with reporting, transparency
and communication being a key part of the value proposition.

2022 WILL SEE HEADS OF PRODUCT PRIORITIZING
THE DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGY ROADMAPS,
FOCUSING ON OUTCOMES OF ENHANCED
INNOVATION AND PRIORITIZATION

20
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HEADS OF PRODUCT NEED TO EVALUATE THEIR
CURRENT OPERATING MODEL AND THE BROADER FIRM’S
EXISTING TECHNOLOGY TO IDENTIFY COST-EFFECTIVE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENHANCEMENT

Expected Areas of
Investment
Operating
Model Redesign

Data-Driven
Insights

ESG
Reporting

Implementing changes to
people, process, technology,
and data to increase
innovation, efficiency and
speed to market

Implementing a more robust
product master and bringing
in new datasets to support
strategy and prioritization

Running a market study
on leading ESG reporting,
and assessing against the
firm’s reporting in private
and public asset classes

Asset Management
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Top 3 Concerns for Heads of Compliance

Head of
Compliance

1

Managing compliance risk across an expanding
international footprint

2

Keeping pace with change from ‘crypto to carbon’

3

Embedding compliance culture and accountability

In 2022, Heads of Compliance will increasingly need to demonstrate to regulators
how the function is set up to succeed as expectations of Asset and Wealth Managers
continue to increase.
Compliance teams will need to be equipped to deal with business growth and digital
transformation across new jurisdictions and an expanding product range, including
private assets, ESG and crypto.
Heads of Compliance need to look to ensure their people have the skills, processes
and technology to provide quality advice to the business and deliver effective
monitoring programs.

2022 IS ALL ABOUT A STEP CHANGE FOR HEADS
OF COMPLIANCE TO KEEP PACE WITH BUSINESS
GROWTH AND REGULATORY CHANGE

22
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HEADS OF COMPLIANCE NEED INCREASINGLY SKILLFUL PEOPLE
AND AN IMPROVED USE OF TECHNOLOGY TO RUN A DEMONSTRABLY
EFFECTIVE FUNCTION

Expected Areas of
Investment
Technology

Monitoring

Talent

Investing in integrated
solutions and data analytics
to identify, escalate and
rectify issues quickly

Expanding monitoring and
surveillance programs to
detect new risks from hybrid
working, new products and
jurisdictions

Hiring and developing
compliance talent with
knowledge of the business,
global regulations and
digital transformation.

Asset Management
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Top 3 Concerns for Heads of Risk

Head of
Risk

1

Risk Management Framework changes needed to accommodate
regulatory and business change

2

Driving business compliance with new Operational
Resilience requirements

3

Ensuring adequate resources to address increased Head
of Risk scope and making the associated business case

In 2022 we anticipate Heads of Risk to be focused on the implementation of the
EU and UK’s new prudential rulebook, along with meeting increased expectations
around Operational Resilience from regulators
Globally, Heads of Risk will need to consider how their risk framework needs
reinforcing to adequately address third party oversight, in particular for
technology providers
The increased focus globally on ESG will expand the Risk Management Framework
to new asset types and sustainability risk, ensuring that commitments are
implemented in the business.

2022 WILL PRESENT SEVERAL COMPETING PRIORITIES TO
HEADS OF RISK DRIVEN BY REGULATORY CHANGE AND
SHIFTS IN FRONT OFFICE INVESTMENT FOCUS

24
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HEADS OF RISK NEED TO ENSURE THAT THEIR TEAMS ARE EQUIPPED
WITH THE SKILLSETS NEEDED TO ADDRESS THESE CHALLENGES
WHILE MAINTAINING SECOND LINE INDEPENDENCE

Expected Areas of
Investment
SME
Resource

Board
Awareness

Operational
Resilience

Ensuring their team has the
right skills and capacity

Upskilling the board to
ensure they understand
and own changes in the Risk
Management approach

Designing and carrying
out tests on Operational
Resilience adequacy as
well as improvement.

Asset Management
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Top 3 Concerns for Heads of Digital

Head of
Digital
Heads of Digital (in client-facing or technology roles) have been in the spotlight for
the last two years, as the global pandemic moved the topic of digital to centre stage.
Firms have adapted to the new normal, and are now thinking about the long term
transformation that will follow
In 2022, Heads of Digital will need to look at all parts of the value chain to see where
changes can be made. As Digital becomes mainstream, and firms move to agile ways
of working, there will be an increasing need to invest in areas of innovation to create
a competitive advantage.

2022 IS ALL ABOUT LEVERAGING THE DIGITAL
CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED DURING THE PANDEMIC, AND
THINKING MORE BROADLY ABOUT THE TRANSFORMATION
THAT DIGITAL CAN DELIVER

26
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HEADS OF DIGITAL WILL NEED TO REFRESH THEIR STRATEGIES
FOR DIGITAL AND ADDRESS THE PEOPLE, TECHNOLOGY AND
CULTURAL DEMANDS THIS BRINGS, AS THE WORLD ADAPTS TO
THE LONG-TERM CHANGES IN WORKING PRACTICES

1

Looking at the organizational set up and culture, and rethinking
these to be successful in a highly digitized world. Ensuring the
organization is agile and nimble enough

2

Demand from clients for digital self-service is only likely to
increase – ensure content, data and services are ready to be
digitized and exposed to clients

3

Thinking too narrowly about digital transformation,
and really only tinkering at the edges. There is a need
to be bolder

Expected Areas of
Investment
Developing the Digital
Client Experience and
Leveraging Digital
Insight
Driving more engagement and
activity through digital channels
and investing in analytics
capabilities, to mine data from
these channels to support a
range of commercial objectives

Transitioning to an
Agile Organization

Driving Intelligent
Use of Automation

Changing the culture and
shape of the firm to drive a
greater level of agility and
collaboration between business
and technology teams

Building a clear strategy
around how to automate and
digitize the firm and leverage
the potential of AI. Creating
the right platforms and op
models around this

Asset Management
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Alternatives

28

29

Top 3 Concerns for Real Estate Leaders

Real
Estate
The temporary organizational and technology solutions found during Covid-19 worked
reasonably well in the short term. In 2022, leaders are looking for leaner and more flexible
solutions to deal with increasing diversification: new alternative asset classes, increasingly
flexible deals and more diverse geographies.

1

Scaling up the business without adding proportionately
higher operating costs

2

Focusing stretched resources on value-adding activities

3

Implementing and demonstrating real ESG impact

The increasing size of investment portfolios and the widening complexity of assets being
managed are calling for a focus on core value-add skills: transaction, development, asset
and portfolio management. Many other activities need to be outsourced to lower cost
specialists.
ESG has shot up in the priority list. Clients are putting ever increasing pressure to
distinguish true impact from greenwashing. Laggards may struggle with basic data and
will soon miss out on capital raising or face issues with existing assets and disposals:
obsolescence risk increases.

2022 IS ABOUT ADAPTING TO A NEW WORLD
WHERE INVESTORS, TENANTS, EMPLOYEES, AND
REGULATORS’ EXPECTATIONS HAVE CHANGED IN
DIGITAL, INVESTMENT TYPES AND ESG

30
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REAL ESTATE LEADERS NEED TO ADAPT THEIR OPERATIONS
TO A MORE DIVERSIFIED PROPOSITION RANGE, IMPROVE
THE DATA AND TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM AND SUPPORT
EVER HIGHER ESG CAPABILITIES

Expected Areas of
Investment
Data and
Technology

Workflow and
Automation

Aggregation of data with
more automated controls.
Quality improvements for
investment processes, client
requests and ESG decisions
and reporting

Focusing the business
on value adding tasks,
supported by automated
processes and outsourcing
of purely administrative/
repetitive low-value tasks

Operating Model
Design and
Implementation
Streamline operating model
to enable flexibility as new
opportunities in asset classes
and geographies are identified

ESG/ RI
Implementation
First getting the ESG data
right, and upgrading ESG
capabilities in all Real Estate
processes, including client
interactions

Alternatives
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Top 3 Concerns for Private Equity Leaders

Private
Equity

1

Building firm and fund operating models for scale

2

Deciding an approach towards ESG and Responsible Investment

3

Improving Data management and analytics

As the market matures, in 2022 Private Equity firms face increased competition across
both fundraising and investments. Consolidation is starting to occur as fund managers
expand by acquisition of complementary strategies on a journey to become listed,
multi-strategy asset managers.
Private Equity firms are turning the value-creation lens on themselves in order to
facilitate scale, drive insights from their portfolio data, support the cross-selling of
clients across strategies, open up wider distribution channels, and increase their
operational efficiency. The intense pace of change in the industry results in an asset
class that could look vastly different in the years to come.

TECHNOLOGY WILL ENABLE PRIVATE EQUITY
LEADERS TO KEEP UP WITH THE CHANGING
FACE OF THE INDUSTRY IN 2022
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Alternatives

LEADERSHIP TEAMS NEED TO
EMBRACE CHANGE AND INVEST
TO STAY RELEVANT

Expected Areas of
Investment
Data
Management

ESG / RI
Implementation

Analytics and
Forecasting

Operational
Scale

More sources of data for
General Partners (GPs)
to contend with requires
a data management
approach and strategy
to ensure proper use and
to support data-driven
decision making

Ensuring continued and
growing investment to
meet the market’s ESG/
RI expectations which
continue to deepen

Driving insights from
portfolio data and
modelling fund and firm
performance

Improving operating
models to position for
scale across AUM and
investment strategies

Alternatives
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Top 3 Concerns for Alternative Credit Leaders

Alternative
Credit
As client demand for Alternative Credit is expected to grow in 2022, so too will the
competition for investor capital. The past year has seen multiple new firms join the race,
including large traditional managers investing to enter the market. However, an increasing
proportion of inflows are concentrated with a small number of very large managers who can
operate at scale.

1

Maintaining a compelling offering in an increasingly
competitive GP landscape

2

Retaining talent by ensuring subject matter experts are
focused on value-add activities

3

Consolidating the data environment to provide a unified
in-house and investor experience.

Alternative Credit managers have often in the past responded to client demands by
increasing team sizes, whilst retaining the same legacy technology. This approach lacks
scalability and is unlikely to meet the risk and control expectations of larger institutional
investors. Technology limitations and the need to solve for them with manual processes
have a knock on impact on staff retention, a key consideration as the war for talent heats up.
GPs need to adapt if they want to differentiate themselves to clients and staff members, and
continue to consolidate technology and operations in the middle and back office as they
move away from legacy siloed operating models. However, delivering this change alongside
BAU activity remains a challenge, especially for multi-strategy managers.

Expected Areas of
Investment
Private Debt
Operating Model

STRATEGY DIVERSIFICATION IS FRONT-OF-MIND
FOR FIRMS LOOKING TO CAPITALIZE ON GROWING
INVESTOR DEMAND IN 2022
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Alternatives

AN INTEGRATED OPERATING MODEL IS KEY TO SUPPORT
GROWTH, WITHOUT SACRIFICING SCALABILITY AND
QUALITY OF SERVICE

Mobilizing the right
team and technology to
respond to increased
investor demand for
direct lending

Data and Tech
Improved technology and
delivering or embarking on
initiatives to enhance data
mastering, governance and
integration

Product
Innovation
A focus on differentiation
to capitalize on the growing
market and maintain
fundraising momentum

ESG
Pivoting the business
around ESG and building
out ESG capabilities that
are core to the firm’s
brand and strategy

Alternatives
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Wealth
Management

36
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Top 3 Concerns for CEOs

Chief Executive
Officer

1

Growing the existing client base (organically and inorganically),
retention, and development of next-generation clients

2

Improving and extending the existing value proposition, and
inverting negative margin trends

3

Increasing operational leverage, enabling profitable
growth, and the resilience of the operating model to
threats/failures

In 2022, we expect CEOs will be concerned with strengthening the competitive positioning
of their organizations in a context of an evolving client base with changing needs (e.g. next
generation) while keeping the costs in check through higher levels of operational leverage
They will look to enhance and differentiate their value proposition given the high level of
convergence those show. In this, focus will be in areas such as investment solutions (e.g.
coherent mandate offerings), investments (e.g. ESG, private markets) and channels
(e.g. multichannel)
Simultaneously, CEOs will also continue to address talent management, namely by
reflecting on the shifting role of the relationship manager and on the use of data and AI to
increase front office effectiveness.
2022 IS ALL ABOUT TRYING TO KEEP THE GROWTH
MOMENTUM OF 2020-21 AND CONTINUING TO EVOLVE
THE WEALTH MANAGER BUSINESS MODEL
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CEOS NEED A MORE SYSTEMATIC KNOWLEDGE OF THEIR
CLIENT BASE AND SALES FORCE AS TO BE ABLE TO MAKE
GROUNDED STRATEGIC AND TACTICAL DECISIONS

Expected Areas of
Investment
Relational
Model

ESG and Private
Markets

Continuing to enhance
digital capabilities while
arming digital channels
of sales development
capabilities

Embedding ESG in the
client offering, adopting
ESG principles on
operations and ‘assuming a
role’ in direct investments
in real assets

Operational
Leverage and
Resilience
Increasing automation
and expanding uses of
data and AI to increase
performance while
safeguarding against
cyber threats and failures
Wealth Management
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Top 3 Concerns for COOs

Chief Operating
Officer

1

Creating a unique global operating model that still caters
for local specificities

2

Selecting and implementing a single technology stack
balancing simplicity and customization

3

Creating pragmatic data platforms to support simple
business needs but also enables more sophisticated insights

2022 will be about convergence. While Regulation and Tax differ across jurisdictions,
COOs have a mission to create global platforms through unified operating models. This
requires strong vision and governance to align booking centres on “how we work”
with the ambition to drive synergies and reduce operational risk. This requires massive
enterprise-wide initiatives covering most Middle, Back-Office and Support Functions.
To enable this, COOs will need to critically evaluate the heart of their technology
to implement a consistent stack (with ‘adoption’ a key word) with a unique set of
applications (e.g. single instance to serve multiple entities). As a result, IT-debt catch-up
comes as a collateral benefit, and data begins to progress from theoretical to practical
key business insights.

2022 WILL BE ABOUT CONVERGENCE OF
OPERATING MODELS, PLATFORM STRATEGIES,
APPLICATIONS ROADMAPS AS WELL AS REPAYING
TECHNOLOGICAL DEBT
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COOS WILL NEED TO PURSUE ALIGNING ENTITIES AT THE GLOBAL LEVEL
WITH A CONSISTENT TARGET OPERATING MODEL TO DRIVE SYNERGIES
AND REDUCE OPERATIONAL RISKS. MAJOR IT PROGRAMS ARE
UNDERWAY TO ACHIEVE A UNIQUE TECHNOLOGY STACK TO SUPPORT
EFFICIENT GROWTH FOR THE NEXT 15-20 YEARS

Expected Areas of
Investment
Global Platform
Transformation

Operational
Efficiency

Selecting and
implementing unique sets
of application including
CRM, PMS and Core
Banking.

Improving efficiency
and standardization
of business processes
with the highest level of
automation

Data
Enabling a data driven
organization with cleaned,
referenced, connected and
augmented data sets

Wealth Management
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Top 3 Concerns for Heads of Compliance

Head of
Compliance

1

Achieving convergence in terms of processes and systems

2

Implementing smarter decision trees to ensure quick processes
and highest expertise value-added

3

Leveraging a unified risk approach to foresee risks

Pushed by regulation and a fear of sanctions, Compliance teams have grown considerably
over the past few years, thus causing an inflation of procedures and controls with significant
business frictions and related costs
Stepping back, institutions must realise that the same level of control can be achieved in
a more efficient manner. Centralizing functions, aligning tools, and making the most of
automation (e.g. in behavioural analysis, data discrepancy checking or case management) are
some of the levers Heads of Compliance will have to use in 2022
The new motto is “less should still be more” as Compliance has to continue performing at the
highest level of operational and risk management, yet simplify how it gets there.

AFTER A DECADE OF INCREASING COMPLEXITY, 2022
IS ABOUT STREAMLINING CLIENT RISK FRAMEWORKS
WITHOUT COMPROMISING THE LEVEL OF COMPLIANCE.
CONVERGENCE OF PROCEDURES ACROSS GROUP
ENTITIES INTEND TO ACHIEVE A COMPREHENSIVE AND
UNIFIED OVERVIEW ON KYC/KYT
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HEADS OF COMPLIANCE WILL NEED TO CONSOLIDATE THEIR
CONTROL AND PROCESS FRAMEWORKS BY CREATING
SYNERGIES BETWEEN BOOKING CENTRES AND DEPLOYING
REGTECH AND AUTOMATION. THEIR OBJECTIVE SHOULD BE
TO MAINTAIN A SIMILAR LEVEL OF SCRUTINY BUT REDUCE
COSTS OF OPERATIONS

Expected Areas of
Investment
Risk Profiling
Data
Taking advantage of
both Compliance and
Regulatory needs and
client data collection

Compliance
Value Chain
Re-enforcement

Multiyear
Analysis
Maturity

Definition-DetectionQualification-ClassificationTreatment-Supervision

Improving oversight
and risk mitigation with
preventive actions

Wealth Management
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The Alpha Group provides a comprehensive range of services across the asset and wealth management industry. Our team of 600+
consultants work around the globe to help our clients solve their business, operational and technology challenges. This report is
based on Alpha knowledge and industry experience. We would like to thank all our colleagues for their expert contributions.
All personas are fictional and no identification with actual persons or organizations is intended or should be inferred. Alpha FMC
shall not be liable in respect of any loss, damage or expense which is caused by any party’s reliance upon the contents in this
report except, in each case, as agreed otherwise in writing.
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